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ABSTRACT
Traffic anomalies and distributed attacks are commonplace in today’s networks. Single point detection is often insufficient to determine the causes, patterns and prevalence of such events. Most
existing distributed intrusion detection systems (DIDS) rely on centralized fusion, or distributed fusion with unscalable communication mechanisms. In this paper, we propose to build a DIDS based
on the emerging decentralized location and routing infrastructure:
distributed hash table (DHT). We embed the intrusion symptoms
into the DHT dimensions so that alarms related to the same intrusion (thus with similar symptoms) will be routed to the same sensor
fusion center (SFC) while evenly distributing unrelated alarms to
different SFCs. This is achieved through careful routing key design
based on: 1) analysis of essential characteristics of four common
types of intrusions: DoS attacks, port scanning ,virus/worm infection and botnets; and 2) distribution and stability analysis of the
popular port numbers and those of the popular source IP subnets in
scans. We further propose several schemes to distribute the alarms
more evenly across the SFCs, and improve the resiliency against
the failures or attacks. Evaluation based on one month of DShield
firewall logs (600 million scan records) collected from over 2200
worldwide providers show that the resulting system, termed Cyber
Disease DHT (CDDHT), can effectively fuse related alarms while
distributing unrelated ones evenly among the SFCs. It significantly
outperforms the traditional hierarchical approach when facing large
amounts of diverse intrusion alerts.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Traffic anomalies and attacks are commonplace in today’s networks, and identifying them rapidly and accurately is critical for
large network/service operators. The current state of the art in
intrusion detection research is to use a combination of networkbased intrusion detection systems (NIDS) and host-based intrusion
detection systems (HIDS) to protect computer systems from compromise. However, many of these systems still suffer from high
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false positive and false negative rates due to the quick emergence
of new attacks and the limited view of the local IDS. For instance,
single point detection is often insufficient to determine the presence
of a worm operating in the wild [32].
To this end, distributed IDS (DIDS) are purposed to leverage the
diversity and strengths of existing third-party IDS technology to
a distributed architecture in order to make global decisions about
attacks observed in disjoint locations throughout the world [27, 20,
12, 19, 35]. Each IDS generates the attack symptom report based
on its local detection, and sends to a global decision center, termed
as sensor fusion centers (SFC). The SFC will correlate and analyze
the prevalence, cause and patterns of the attack on a global scale.
Such DIDS can belong to a single security service provider. For
example, Symantec gathers security events from partner devices
around the world with more than 20,000 sensors monitored in 180
countries.Alternatively, multiple ISPs can have the following incentives to share a cooperative DIDS system.
• Today’s fast propagation of viruses/worms (e.g., Sapphire
worm) can infect most of the vulnerable machines in the
Internet within ten minutesor even less than 30 seconds with
some highly virulent techniques [29]. Thus it is crucial to
identify such outbreaks in their early phases by integrating
alerts from multiple sources.
• Such distributed monitoring is robust to various scan
techniques that worm propagations may employ.
• Alert integration can help locate the attacker and zombies of
spoofed denial-of-service (DOS) attack.
Furthermore, the ISPs can anonymize part of the symptom reports
without affecting the alert fusion. In fact, recent worm modeling
research has noted that distributed worm monitoring is much more
effective than a centralized one. For example, a distributed monitor
can detect the worm four times faster than a centralized monitor
with the same size of monitored IP address space [21].
Nowadays, there are huge numbers of diverse alerts issued from
the distributed IDS sensors. There are over 15 million intrusion
alerts reported to DShield, the largest Internet firewall log repository, everyday. These alerts consist of many diverse variants. The
recent Symantec Internet security threat report highlights a sharp
rise in the number of Windows Virus/Worm variants: more than
7,360 new variants were documented from July 1 to Dec. 31, 2004,
representing a 332% increase over the same period last year. As of
Dec. 31, 2004, the total number of documented Win32 threats and
their variants was approaching 17,500 [31]. In addition, there are
over 18 thousands vulnerabilities found, according to CERT [5].
Such a trend demands the following features for a scalable DIDS
infrastructure: 1) efficient routing of alarms related to different intrusion events to different SFCs without consulting any central directory server or flooding mechanisms among peering points. This
is particularly important because although the existing hierarchical

approach can effectively aggregate the attacks of the same type, it
still encounters severe scalability problem when facing many different types of attacks simultaneously. 2) distributed queries support over multiple SFCs to aggregate information at various levels,
e.g., IP address prefixes, port number ranges; 3) load balancing; 4)
robustness and fault-tolerance; and 5) attack resiliency.
Existing DIDSs fall in three categories: centralized/hierarchical
fusion, publish/subscribe model, and P2P querying. But none of
them can scale to the large number and various types of alerts as
discussed in Section 2.
To address these challenges, we propose to build a distributed
IDS fusion system based on emerging distributed hash table (DHT)
technologies [22, 30]. A recent DARPA research agenda calls for
building a Cyber Disease Control Center (CDCC) to defend against
worms [32]. Here we name our DHT-based distributed IDS fusion
system the Cyber Disease DHT (CDDHT), which embeds intrusion
symptoms into the DHT dimensions so that alarms related to the
same intrusion (thus with similar symptoms) will be routed to the
same SFC for a global view on the prevalence, cause, and patterns
of such attacks. To the best of our knowledge, we are among the
first to apply DHT to route various types of alarms for DIDS.
DHT provides some very nice properties as a decentralized routing and location infrastructure, such as scalability, fault-tolerance,
robustness [22, 30]. However, the following challenges remain for
building the CDDHT.
• How to design the routing key so that all related alarms are
fused to the same SFC, while reducing other irrelevant
alarms?
• Besides delegating fusion jobs to different SFCs, load
balancing is very crucial for scalability. How to achieve load
balancing among SFCs?
• How resilient is CDDHT against failures/attacks?
In this paper to address these questions, we make the following
contributions.
• We design the routing key for four common types of
intrusions: DoS attacks, port scanning, virus/worm
propagation and botnets, based on their essential
characteristics.
• With one-month of DShield firewall log data consisting of
over 600 million scan records from over 2200 worldwide
providers, we study the popularity dynamics of top port
numbers and top source IP subnets of scans, and leverage it
to design routing keys with good load balancing
characteristics.
• We propose several other dynamic load balancing schemes,
such as load-aware node bootstrapping, node migration,
virtual nodes, IDS alarm rate limitation and aggregation
tree to distribute the alarms more evenly across the SFCs.
• We show that CDDHT is much more resilient against
failures/attacks than the traditional hierarchial DIDS, and
propose some preliminary schemes to further enhance the
attack resiliency of CDDHT.
We build the CDDHT system on top of Chord [30], and evaluate it by simulation with daily DShield firewall scan logs. The
results show that we can effectively fuse the related alarms while
distributing unrelated reports evenly among the SFCs. Due to the
diverse alerts, CDDHT achieves much better balanced load when
compared with the hierarchical approach.

2.

RELATED WORK

Existing work on DIDS alert routing can be classified into three
categories: hierarchical [27, 20], publish/subscribe models [12, 19,
35], and P2P querying [7, 4, 15].

Centralized/Hierarchical Model In the hierarchical model, the
IDS sensors form a hierarchical structure, where high-level sensors
receive the alerts from lower-level sensors [27, 20].
However, there are several drawbacks about this approach in
terms of scalability and reliability. First, this approach is good
to alleviate the load of root node by doing aggregation at each
level when there is a small number of intrusion types. However,
given that the number of different viruses/worms (different types
of alerts) is also increasing at exponential speed, many of the alerts
still have to be sent to the root node, which can be easily overloaded. The higher level the node is, the more load it tends to receive and thus more likely to become heavily loaded and crash. We
also compare the hierarchical approach with CDDHT in Section 6.
Second, the failure of any non-leaf node will isolate all the nodes
in its subtree from the rest1 . Third, the hierarchical tree structure
faces the natural instability of a distributed network. The cost is
high for a node joining/leaving the tree.
Publish/subscribe Model DIDS based on the publish/subscribe
model include Indra [12], COSSACK [19], and DOMINO [35].
Basically, users sign on to different groups based on their interests, and then they share the information within a group with
application-level multicast. For example, DOMINO is a hybrid of
hierarchical and publish/subscribe models [35]. It applies hierarchical model in each domain, and then uses publish/subscribe for
sharing among domain roots.
Though working well for small or moderate scale DIDS, the publish/subscribe model suffers O(ni 2 ) communication where ni is
the number of nodes in group i, if every member in the group is attacked, i.e., they would thus send alerts to everyone else. Given todays global-scale attacks, a publish/subscribe group for an emerging attack may have hundreds of thousands of subscribers or even
more. In contrast, in our scheme, each node only sends alert to
one SFC. After fusion, that SFC sends the fusion report to all the
nodes which have sent related alerts in the past. Thus, the total
communication is only 2 × ni .
There are also some centralized publish/subscribe systems where
similarly a single node collects all published information before
disseminating them. However, it is hard to tell which node is responsible for which type of alerts, especially for unknown attacks.
If all alerts go to one collector or need to lookup a directory server
first, it becomes a centralized model as discussed before.
P2P Querying Recently, Netbait [7] is proposed as a P2P IDS
system on top of PIER [10], a DHT-based distributed rational
database which supports SQL-like queries. In Netbait, every node
maintains its local worm alarm database, and use the PIER-supported
distributed query to collect the desired information from all other
nodes. However, to understand the global-scale attacks like viruses/worm
propagation, Netbait has to query every node, and suffers the scalability problem. In contrast, our CDDHT system proactively fuse
the alarms to a small set of SFCs. Thus, for query over any attack,
the request only needs to be routed to a few SFCs. WormShield
leverages DHT to collaboratively generate worm signatures [4]. By
re-implementing the EarlyBird [26] in a distributed manner, they
use the content block fingerprint to find popular contents, and then
use address dispersion to identify worms. However, such signatures may not be accurate and cannot work against even simple
polymorhphic worms. And their approach is very specific to the
EarlyBird algorithms. In contrast, our CDDHT system is general
and can work with any worm signature generation approach.
More recently, Locasto et al.developed an interesting approach
to extract relevant information from alert streams and encode it
1

This happens when each node only have single parent in the tree.
A multi-parent tree can be more resilient, but is obviously a tradeoff
to the complexity.

in Bloom Filters [15], which is complementary to our CDDHT
scheme.

3.

CDDHT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the CDDHT system is shown in Figure 1.
There are two types of nodes in the DIDS system: multiple heterogeneous IDS sensors and SFCs. One strategy for selecting an SFC
is to choose a subset of IDSs, who have more resources (e.g., more
CPU and bandwidth) and better security measures as the SFCs. Alternatively we can use some dedicated hosts to be the SFCs. In the
CDDHT system, we use some pre-defined rules to recognize SFCs,
e.g., we can use the first bit of the node ID, “1” for SFCs, and “0”
for normal IDSs.
All DHT systems provide two basic interfaces: insertion (put)
and retrieval (get). The interface for insertion, put(key,object),
causes the DHT to route the given object to the node with a
node identifier closest to the key. The interface for retrieval,
object=get(key), causes the DHT to obtain the object
from the node with a node identifier closest to the key. DHT systems can guarantee a deterministic routing in O(log n) hops for a
DIDS system of n nodes. This implies that the DIDS built on top
of the DHT can be scalable to very large networks. Recent research
also made DHT resilient to the node churn problem [24].
Attack
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Figure 1: Architecture of the CDDHT system.
In CDDHT, when an attack is launched, each IDS attempts to
locally detect the attack. Upon detection, it generates a symptom report that will be forwarded to the appropriate SFC with
the put(key,object) operation. Thus, object is the attack
symptom report, and key is the the routing ID which is generated
from the report, and deterministically maps to a node on the DHT.
Since the key we used is to route different types of attacks to different SFCs, we term the key as disease key. Similarly, for an attack
with a disease key, every IDS in the CDDHT can query its prevalence with the get(key) operation. The node ID of an SFC is
the concatenation of the SFC identifier (the first bit “1”) plus the
disease key, while the node ID of a IDS can be the concatenation
of the IDS identifier (the first bit “0”) plus some random hash (e.g.,
SHA-2) of their IP addresses.
For instance, as shown in Figure 1, there is an attack detected
by two IDSs, and both send alarms to the same SFC. The SFC will
fuse alarms together to better characterize the attack. Finally the
SFC can send the result back to the IDSs which have contributed to
the detected attack scenario.
Based on the deterministic nature of the disease key routing, we
can route the same types of attack reports to the same SFC. Transmission of the alerts will naturally form a tree rooted at the SFC.
Though we have schemes in Section 5.1.3 to avoid congestion, the
main advantage of CDDHT is to fuse vast number of different attacks because alerts will be distributed to many different SFCs with
each responsible for different types of attacks. Thus CDDHT is
highly scalable to large number of different attacks.

Instead of confining ourselves to specific algorithms for each
types of attacks, the CDDHT system is proposed as a general
framework which allows to plug in any fusion algorithm in any
SFC. For example, for worm detection, the Kalman filter based
worm trend detection [37] can be a good candidate. CDDHT system also can help collect suspicious worm samples for worm signature generation.

4. DISEASE KEY DESIGN

As events are generated locally at each IDS node, the attack
symptoms must be reported and routed to one SFC which can then
perform data fusion and inferences about such an attack. In this
section, we design the routing keys to construct the CDDHT.
The challenge is: for a single intrusion, given the vast, diverse
symptoms perceived from many heterogeneous IDSs around the
world, how is the key effectively designed to fuse these events to
a single SFC? For instance, while a worm is propagating, a routerbased IDS may see much larger ranges of source/destination IPs
along with a higher scan rate than that seen at a host-based IDS.
For a distributed DoS attack, the network IDS (NIDS) for a zombie
subnet; the NIDS for a victim subnet; and the NIDS for a thirdparty subnet have completely different views of attack and response
traffic at either ingress, egress, or both.
Such key should also immune from attack pattern changes, like
the number of zombies, the speed of attacks, the scope of victims,
etc.. Furthermore, the design should strive to achieve load balancing while ensuring aggregation of related symptoms. All of these
properties must be accomplished through key generation by each
peer IDS in a decentralized and deterministic manner.
Given the requirements above, to ensure that related event symptoms will be routed to the same SFCs, we only use the intrinsic
characteristics of each type of attacks, i.e., the information that
uniquely identifies related events, for the fields of the routing ID.
Extraneous identifiers that may have clarified routing in some cases
but confuse in others are thrown out. Since worms, DoS, botnets
and port scans are the largest percentage of large scale attacks on
the Internet, we focus on these four categories.
The disease key design is based on the following sources: 1)
survey of various attacks: worms [28, 33], denial of service attacks [16, 17, 14] and port scans [13, 18]; and 2) study of the Internet intrusion characterization based on one-month DShield [25]
data of over 600 million scan records.The format of disease keys
is shown in Figure 2. The first element of the routing ID is a 3 bit
identifier which can differentiate 8 types of intrusions for extensibility. Currently we only use 4 of them as discussed below.

4.1 DoS Attacks

Ideally, the disease key for DoS attacks should properly distinguish and correlate millions of DoS attack events, but DoS attacks
are very hard to characterize.There may be one or many attack
agents sending attack traffic, and these agents often have spoofed
IP addresses, or may even be servers sending legitimate responses
(e.g., distributed reflection attacks). Other than application-specific
DoS attacks (e.g., DNS request attack), DoS attacks do not have a
fixed port number.
For most of DoS attacks which attack one targeted server or network, the only invariant for a DoS attack is the victim, which is
used in our design of the disease key. For application or host based
attacks, the victim IP address is used as the key. For network attacks, which consume the bandwidth of a target network subnet,
the key is the subnet (longest prefix) with all remaining bits set to
0. Note that the victim has to be recognized by each IDS, and the
”victim” IP address can be source or destination depending on the
situation. Take a TCP SYN flood attack for example. For the IDSs
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Figure 2: Disease Key of CDDHT (left) and the visual representation for four types of scans (right)
closest to the attack agent or the victim machine, the victim is the
not seen much in practice, and for now we leave them as subsets of
these major classifications.
destination IP address. In IP Spoofing cases, while for the third
party IDSs which receives “backscatter” traffic [17], the victim is
the source IP address. In this way, we can correlate the alerts from
4.3 Viruses/Worms
multiple sources to track the zombies, even when their IP addresses
For existing ones, most IDSs use signature based approaches
are spoofed.
to detect them. Since their standardized names can be unique
to distinguish them [2], we use an SHA-2 hash of the names of
4.2 Port Scan
viruses/worms as the disease key. Unknown viruses/worms can be
Given the extreme fast propagation of worms nowadays, to mondetected through scanning, or approaches like DSC [9]. But given
itor and detect port scans in a timely manner is of crucial imporany virus/worm, the intrusion (destination) port number is normally
tance for early detection and prevention of worm outbreak. Based
unique, and we use that as the disease key. We also consider other
on source/dest IP and the port number involved in the scans, there
alternatives. For example, the worm signature in the form of bit patare four well known types of scans: horizontal scan, vertical scan,
terns may not be unique due to the polymorphism. Recently, there
coordinated scan, and block scan as designated in Figure 2.
emerge many semantics based signature to deal with such problem,
Horizontal port scans are the most common type of port scans.
such as the Turing test signature which captures the inherent vulHorizontal port scanning involves scanning a range of IP addresses
nerability that a worm explores [3]. It is our future work to design
for hosts listening on a specific port. We indicate horizontal port
a standard format for such signatures and include it as part of the
scans in our disease key with an identifier bit ”1” and include the
disease key.
scan destination port number. The port number is unique because
it reflects the vulnerability the virus/worm or attackers try to ex4.4 Botnets
ploit. Unlike DoS attacks, the attacker needs to use a real source
A botnet is a network of compromised machines running proIP address, since he/she needs to see the result of the scan in order
grams
(usually referred to as bot, zombie, or drone) under a comto know what ports are actually open2 . Thus, we use the source IP
mon Command and Control (C&C) infrastructure [8]. Botnets are
address as the last field of the scan disease key. We can find the
frequently used as underlying facilities to recruit zombies for peramount of scans for each source IP. Moreover, with range queries
forming DoS attacks [8]. Usually, when a machine is comprodescribed in Section 5.4 we can aggregate some of the horizontal
mised, it is injected with a bot program. Then the bot will try
scans to coordinated scans, and get a more comprehensive view of
to connect to a hard-coded C&C server via IRC or HTTP to reattacks. In addition, we also can aggregate solely by port number,
ceive commands from the hacker. To make the control over the
to get the most popular scanning port.
botnet more resilient, for IRC server based control, most hackers
Coordinated scans can be viewed as horizontal scans from mulchoose to hard-code the dynamic DNS name into their code so that
tiple sources.We use the same disease key as the horizontal scan
they can change the C&C server by changing the DNS entry when
except that the source IP address is set to zero because of its intrinneeded [8]. Another popular way to control a botnet is to put the
sic variance in a coordinated attack.
commands on a public web site and include the URL into the bot
A vertical scan is a scan of some or all ports on a single host,
code. This can better hide botnet traffic as normal web traffic. In
with the rationale that the attacker is interested in this particular
either way, the DNS entry or the URL is unique to distinguish difhost, and wishes to characterize its active services to find which
ferent botnets.
exploits to attempt.We represent this scan with the identifier bit 0,
We take two steps to generate the botnet ID for disease key. First,
and the source IP in the disease key. We do not include the port set
we use a 128-bit SHA-2 hash of the DNS entry or URL because the
because such a set is not stable and is hard to represent accurately
length of URLs vary and SHA-2 is good at hashing data of various
within the small space in the disease key.
length. Such 128-bit SHA-2 digest is then fed to a 4-universal hash
The fourth type of scan, a block scan, is a combination of horfunction to get the 32 bit botnet ID. In addition, we use 2 bits to
izontal and vertical scans over numerous services on numerous
represent the different types of botnets, e.g., 00 for the DDNS entry
hosts. This scan can be regarded as a vertical scan without a fixed
(for the method other than URL) and 01 for the URL entry.
destination. We use the same disease key as with vertical scans.
These carefully chosen characteristics form the heterogenous diMore complicated scans than these four are possible, but we have
mensions for the disease key. As shown in Figure 2, the keys have
different length for different symptoms: viruses/worms may only
2
Although the ‘idle scan” allows completely blind scans, it is based
need 20 bits, while the keys for horizontal scans can have up to 52
on predictable IP-ID sequence numbers. But recent versions of opbits. For most DHT systems [30, 22] given an n-node DHT, in an
erating systems, such as OpenBSD, Solaris and Linux, have made
even node distribution, the effective key length is log n. Then even
the IP-ID sequences less predictable and rendered the attack obsoa 106 node DHT can only have 20-bit effective keys. We can inlete [11].

crease the key length by a constant to accommodate all keys, but
the bigger the constant, the more virtual nodes one real DHT node
has to cover. To support the aggregate queries discussed in Section 5.4, we cannot hash the key randomly to distribute the load. A
large key space can easily lead to unbalanced load distribution. In
following sections,we will address these problems.

5.

FEATURES OF CDDHT

In this section, we discuss load balancing, and failure and attack
resilience of CDDHT.

5.1 Load Balancing

Internet attacks are increasing in frequency, severity and sophistication. When a global attack occurs, many IDSs will detect it
and send alerts, which may easily overload some SFC(s). Furthermore, some characterization fields in the disease key have strongly
uneven popularity distribution, like port numbers 80 and 135 for
scans. We use as much essential characteristics of attacks as possible for the disease key to spread the alert loads among the SFCs.
In addition, we design the following techniques.

5.1.1 Proactive Balancing with Stable Hot Spots
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Figure 3: Scan coverage stability of the most popular ports chosen at 1/1/2004
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as discussed before, the key space of DHT is much smaller than
that of the disease key. Thus only the prefixes of the IP address are
indeed used to route the alarm for fusion.
To this end, we study the distribution stability of the popular
scanned ports, and those of top source IP subnets, based on the
stability of the scan record coverage from previous popular entities,
e.g., how many scan records from today are covered by the top
10 ports of 10 days before. Our analysis is based on one-month
(January 2004) of intrusion logs from DShield [25] consisting of
over 600 million scan records from over 2200 providers around the
world.
As shown in Figure 3, given a sufficient training time period (one
day in our example) the most popular ports will cover a large percentage of scans in the future. For instance, 64 popular ports remain
to cover 85% of the scan records for up to three weeks. We further
study the stability of the class C (/24) subnets of source IP as shown
in Figure 4. Unlike port numbers, the popular source IP subnets of
scans keep changing. That is, there is no steady blacklist. See [6]
for more results and analysis.
Leveraging stable ports for load balancing depends on the type
of underlying DHT. In Chord, we use 7 bits for the port number
with 128 buckets. We map each of the 64 popular ports into one
unique bucket, and map the other ports randomly into the remaining
buckets. This effectively improves the load balancing especially
when the SFC nodes are relatively few and thus sparse in the node
ID space.
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Figure 4: Scan coverage stability of the most popular subnets
of 1/1/2004
Since the number of SFCs is much less than the size of disease
key space, for the characterization fields with hot spots, we want
to design the disease key so that each hot spot gets at least one
dedicated SFC because we have to somehow fuse all related alerts
to one SFC to obtain a global view. There are more mechanisms to
further alleviate the load of SFC as we will describe later.
However, this scheme is only useful when hot spots are stable.
Since port scanning is the most common type of Internet event
alarm, we study the popularity distribution and its stability of the
characterization fields as an example. Previous work suggests that
the popularity of scan port number and source IP address follows
heavy tail distribution, i.e., a small number of entities are responsible for a large number of scans [34]. They also found that popular
source IP can only remain hot within hours, but not even a day [35].
However, it remains unclear how stable the popular scan port numbers and the source IP prefixes are. The latter is important because

Since each SFC s is on the DHT routing paths to many other
SFCs, it can continuously collect the load information of other
SFCs (when there is an alert sending through s) as well as the load
of its neighbors. If s notices some SFC overloaded, it can migrate
to that region for load sharing under the following conditions: 1)
the load of s has been below a certain threshold for a certain period;
2) s can dump its load to its neighbors without overloading them.
Then s can leave, and rejoin the system using migration.
Alternatively, an SFC with low load can spawn a virtual node on
itself and have the virtual node join the CDDHT through the “loadaware bootstraping” which happens only when we add an IDS node
or a new SFC node as an SFC. The new SFC first finds a bootstrap
node b in the CDDHT with approaches described in [22, 36], and
queries b for the SFC node with the heaviest load from the locally
maintained load table of b. It will then join and split the load with
the overloaded SFC.

5.1.3 Balancing Load of Single Hot Key

IDS Alarm Rate Limiting A router IDS may generate many
alarms for one specific attack. We can set some alarm rates for
the IDS so that it executes some temporal aggregation to combine
several alarms within one time interval to a single alarm.
Aggregation Tree for Large-Scale Attacks When a globalscale attack occurs, the number of alerts sent to an SFC may be
overwhelming because all these alerts may have the same unique
disease key. For instance, in an intensive DoS attack or a largescale worm outbreak, all the keys are the same and thus all alerts
will be sent to a single SFC. To address this issue, we combine the
hierarchical approach with CDDHT – the IDSs and SFCs on the
routing path can fuse the alerts locally before passing it on when it
observes a big burst of alerts to the same destination. This will be
only triggered by very large burst of alerts.
Actually, by using this technique, the alarms will follow an aggregation tree towards the final destination SFC. Each node in the
tree has O(log n) neighbors, where n is the total number of nodes
in the CDDHT system. Thus for any IDS/SFC, the amount of

alarms received per aggregation time interval (e.g., 10 seconds) for
each attack is bounded by O(log n).

T HEOREM 2. The average number of nodes disconnected, given
one node loss in CDDHT, is O(1).

5.2 Failure Resilience

P ROOF. Suppose there are m SFCs out of a total of n nodes in
. When a
CDDHT, the probability of having a SFC failure is m
n
1
that it should be sent
node has a report, there is a probability of m
to the failed SFC. Thus the total average number of disconnected
1
nodes is O( m
×m
× n) = O(1).
n

Each DHT node periodically sends updated neighbor table to its
neighbors. When some node fails, its neighbors will detect it, and
update their routing tables to bypass the failed node. If a SFC s
fails, the SFC which has closest DHT node ID to s will automatically takes over and receives the alerts. We further have each SFC
periodically send their recent fusion results to a few SFCs which
have close node IDs. Thus failure of a small portion of nodes has
little impact on the CDDHT.

5.3 Attack Resilience

In this section, we first compare the DoS attack resilience of CDDHT against hierarchial DIDS; then propose some mechanisms to
make the CDDHT more resilient.

5.3.1 DoS Resilience Comparison with Hierarchical
Model

We consider two scenarios, with or without connectivity/topology
knowledge, for comparison. In each scenario, we assume that attackers can only attack one (or a small number of) node in the system.
With the DIDS connectivity knowledge, it is straight forward to
attack the root node of the tree, or all the nodes of a high level in
the tree (e.g., level 2 or 3, so the total number is still small). Such
attack can render all other nodes to be disconnected from SFC.
However, in CDDHT, even with the full connectivity knowledge,
the best target is just to attack certain SFC. However, all other SFCs
still function well. Furthermore, the functionality of attacked SFC
will be shifted to other nodes with the load balancing scheme in
Section 5.1.2.
In the case that the attacker is not topology aware we want to
compare the average case performance of hierarchical DIDS and
that of the CDDHT. More specifically, assume that the attacker
bring down a random node, we compute the average number of
nodes get disconnected, i.e., the number of nodes which cannot
connect to the root SFC in the hierarchical DIDS or the number
of nodes which cannot connect to the corresponding SFCs for the
alerts they have in CDDHT.
Consider a perfect k-way tree network, the loss of one node will
result in one (itself) or more (children) nodes disconnected from the
root. When taking all nodes into account, we have the following
theorem.
T HEOREM 1. The average number of nodes disconnected, given
one node loss in a k-way hierarchical DIDS, is O(log n) where n
is total number of nodes.
P ROOF. A loss at the top level (root) will result in n nodes being
lost. Then at a depth of x from the top there are k x nodes, each
n−

Px−1 y
k

x
n− k −1

y=0
k−1
loss case at depth of x result in m =
=
kx
kx
disconnected nodes. Therefore, the sum of all loss cases at a given
x
n− k −1

k−1
−1
depth of the tree is k x ×
= n − kk−1
, and a perfect kkx
way tree has a depth of l in O(log n). The sum of all loss cases
n−l
1
l
is ln + k−1
, giving a loss case mean of (l − k−1
) + (k−1)n
≈l
disconnected nodes, which is O(log n).
x

In contrast, in CDDHT, each node has O(log n) neighbors, and
any one of them fail will not affect the report delivery unless the
failure node is the destination itself. When it happens, the following theorem shows that CDDHT has better resilience even when
ignoring the self-healing of CDDHT.

5.3.2 Authenticity of Alarms

To enforce the authenticity of alarms, when each IDS joins the
CDDHT, we will validate its request by querying whois servers
and checking the BGP tables from multiple vantage points. The
purpose is to check whether the origin of the IDS is correct, and
whether the range of the IP addresses it covers is the same as it
claims. Furthermore, we may contact the administrator of that domain to further validate the authenticity of the request. With such
validation, when an IDS reports attacks, we can check whether the
involved IP addresses belong to the domain of the IDS.
Moreover, when every node (including both SFC and IDS) joins
CDDHT, we will generate their public-private key pair based on
DSA [1] algorithms. The trusted certification authority (CA) of
the CDDHT will generate the certificate for the public key of each
node. When an IDS d sends a symptom report, it appends its digital
signature and its public key certificate to the symptom report. The
receiver SFC will check d’s public key with the CA, and then uses
it to verify the signature of the report. When a IDS/SFC on the path
needs to do aggregation when it receives bursty alarms that need to
be forwarded, it will sign such changes and append its own public
key certificate to the aggregated report.
With such mechanisms, unless an IDS or SFC is compromised,
we can always detect the bogus alarms.

5.3.3 Dealing with Compromised Nodes

Sometimes an IDS can be compromised by attackers. They can
use these nodes to send bogus symptom reports or make up aggregated reports for the alarms routed through the CDDHT system. To
minimize their influence to the overall CDDHT system, we evaluate the severity of one global attack, not only by the total number of alarms, but also by the range of IP addresses influenced by
the attack, and the number of IDSs reporting that attack. For aggregated reports, the SFC which is responsible for the attack will
randomly check some IDSs which have attack reports aggregated.
Each IDS/SFC will keep the original alarm reports received (from
which the aggregation reports are generated) for certain period of
time. Thus once cheating is detected, we can trace back to find the
compromised node. Then we can update the routing table of all
its neighbors to remove it from CDDHT. This is much easier to fix
than that of the hierarchical based approach.
When a SFC is compromised, it is a more severe problem because we cannot obtain correct results from it before it is removed
from the CDDHT system. But usually a SFC is much better secured
than an IDS. And in contrast to hierarchical approaches, each SFC
is only responsible for a small set of attacks, the remaining CDDHT
system still function well.
We apply the “trust but verify” principle to detect compromised
SFCs. We envision that there is a centralized authority which periodically checks the fusion results from each SFC. When disseminating the fusion results, each SFC also needs to send results to the
authority along with a list of IDSs which reported related alerts and
the number of such alerts from each IDS. The authority will randomly choose a subset of such IDSs for verification. If the result
is inconsistent, the authority will verify with more IDSs. If many
IDSs report inconsistency, most likely the SFC is compromised.
Otherwise, the authority check other SFCs for any reports from the

4.5

Coefficient of variation (CV)

5.4 Querying on CDDHT

We implemented a preliminary CDDHT system based on the
Chord [30] simulator with proactive balancing with stable hot ports
and virtual nodes, and simulated the scan alert fusion with DShield
firewall logs. The data only contain scan records, which arguably
represent the largest number of intrusions in the Internet. It is our
future work to collect data on other attacks for a more comprehensive evaluation of the system.
To compare with the hierarchical approach, and to examine
closely at the instantaneous load distribution, we also implemented
an event-driven simulator where each alert is treated as an event
that is originated from certain IDS based on its timestamp. Such
event is forwarded to its parent or to a certain SFC through CDDHT routing. For both hierarchical and CDDHT approaches, each
SFC fuses the alerts with the same disease key at the end of every
minute interval. For hierarchical DIDS, each SFC passes the fused
alert to its parent, which will be fused at the next time interval. For
CDDHT, we assume that the symptom report transmission delay is
much smaller than the time interval and is ignored.
We evaluated our work using one-month daily DShield data, and
found that the results from each day are similar. For this reason,
we will show the results for that of January 2nd, 2004. It contains
over 25 million scan logs from 1417 providers. These scan logs are
classified into the events in Table 1.
The CDDHT consists of 2,200 nodes as the number of providers
from one-month DShield data. We randomly choose 10% of them
as SFC. Similarly, we set the fanout of each node in the hierarchical
tree to be 10 so that the number of non-leaf nodes (which work as
SFC to fuse alerts) is about 10% of the total number of IDS nodes.
In fact, we found that the load balancing results for the hierarchical
approach are not sensitive to the fanout of the tree. We then used
these classified scan events to generate the disease keys. See [6] for
the details on simulation set up.
scan type
Vertical Horizontal Block Coordinated
# of scans
3364
8486
22
25711
Table 1: Number of scans and their types in the attacks
The metrics to evaluate our work include the effectiveness of fusion, and the variation of load among the SFCs. It is our future
work to evaluate the failure/attack resilience of CDDHT. The fusion effectiveness is the percentage of related alarms (defined by
the disease key) fused in the corresponding SFC. Because Chord
has deterministic routing, if given the same disease key, it always
routes to the same SFC node. Therefore, we can get 100% effectiveness of fusion in CDDHT. For each SFC, the load is denoted
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Figure 5: Load balancing results with stable hot ports.
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Figure 6: Load variation comparison between hierarchial
scheme and CDDHT: MMR (left) and CV (right). PB means
proactive balancing with stable hot ports. VN stands for virtual nodes.
by the number of symptom reports received. The load variation
is measured in terms of the coefficient of variation, CV (x) =
standard deviation(x)
, and the maximum vs. mean ratio (MMR),
mean(x)
as shown in Figure 5. The CV is a standard metric for measuring
inequality of x, while the MMR checks if there is any single node
whose load is significantly higher than the average load.

6.2 Results

The stability study in Section 5.1.1 suggests we map the top 64
most popular ports to the half buckets of 7 bits of port evenly, and
hash other ports to the remaining half. In practice, we found that
it can significantly improve the load balancing: it reduces the CV
by more than 60%, and reduce the MMR by about 40%, compared
with using the entire 16 bit port number, as shown in Figure 5.
There are still certain hot spots because some scan events are much
more popular than the rest, as indicated in the MMR ratio.
Since the popular ports remain very stable, there is little difference between training the hashing function with the history or with
the current dataset (like the oracle case). We also tried training the
hashing function with older datasets (up to a month old), which
gave similar results. See [6] for more detailed results.
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CDDHT can support two types of queries for fusion results,
queries with a given disease key or aggregate queries. The former
is easy, simply call get(disease key). The latter can answer
queries like “show me all the horizontal and coordinated scans with
port number x”. This is particularly useful to detect a complicated
worm propagation where some nodes perceive it as a horizontal
scan while other nodes perceive it as a coordinated scan. The query
is issued to the SFC which is responsible for the coordinated scan.
That SFC will serve as a collector, and query all other nodes in the
“zone” which have the same node ID as the collector except the last
few bits for source IP addresses. We also plan to leverage “range
queries” over DHT [23] for more complicated query requests.
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inconsistent IDSs to see if these IDSs often cause inconsistency. If
so, most likely the IDSs are compromised.
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Figure 7: Dynamics of load variation simulated with data of
1/2/2004.
We further applied virtual nodes to alleviate the hot spots. The
effect of node migration is similar. As described in Section 5.1.2,
each SFC computes the average load based on the load information
piggybacked with the alerts. If its load is more than four times the
average for more than 10 minutes, it will choose the SFC with the

smallest load and spawn a virtual node on it. Such virtual node will
be released with the load is less than the average for more than 10
minutes. For each setting, we ran the experiment for 10 times and
show the median, 10 percentile and 90 percentile in Figure 6. The
virtual nodes further reduce the MMR by about 50% and reduce the
CV by 30%. Compared with the hierarchical approach, we reduced
the MMR by a factor of 5.5, and reduce the CV by a factor of 5.2.
Note that aggregation tree is not applied to CDDHT yet.
The dynamics of load variation is shown in Figure 7, where the
three peaks in MMR correspond to the three peak time intervals
when large amount of scans are received. The MMR for CDDHT
is much smaller and smoother than those of hierarchical approach.
The difference for CV is less dramatic, but has similar trend. Note
that the CDDHT system gradually adds virtual nodes to evenly distribute the load, so the CV is getting smaller.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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